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Are you ready for a fulfilling, prosperous career, a life you love and a better world?

Unleashing your higher purpose is a scientifically-validated method to achieve breakthrough success, and change

the world.

Planet on Purpose takes you deep into the question of your higher purpose. Leveraging the extensive research on

purpose (and it's relationship to leadership, impact, success, love and a better world), you'll be guided into a clear

vision of what your life will look like when you are on fire with your higher purpose.This book willempower you to

unleash the scientifically-validated benefits of higher purpose in your career, love life and health:

CAREERCAREER: realize higher levels of income, wealth, abundance (+47%), leadership effectiveness (+63%), fulfillment

(+64%), engagement (4x) and productivity (5x)

LOVE LIFELOVE LIFE: experience more attraction and love (+31%)

HEALTHHEALTH: unlock the secret to vitality and longevity (+7 years)
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Further, you will try on a vision for how we can purposefully regenerate our planet economically, politically,

culturally and ecologically.

Praise for Planet on Purpose:Praise for Planet on Purpose:

"If you imagine yourself as a world leader, let Planet on Purpose be your field guide." CHIP CONLEY,CHIP CONLEY,Founder, Joie de

Vivre Hospitality, New York Times Best-Selling Author, Emotional Equations

"Planet on Purpose is a MUST read for women as we emerge in powerful, impactful ways in the world." CHARLENECHARLENE

TOSITOSI, Founder, Woman Within International, Author,Discover Your Woman Within: A Journey to Wholeness

"...the most comprehensive book about higher purpose ever written." TIM KELLEYTIM KELLEY, Author, True Purpose, and

Founder, True Purpose Institute

"Brandon Peele brings passion, insight, and data to the question of purpose." RACHEL SLAYBAUGH PhDRACHEL SLAYBAUGH PhD,Asst.

Professor, University of California, Berkeley, Program Director ARPA-E,US Department of Energy

"The Purpose Economy is in full swing. Brandon's book articulates... how you can ride this wave to make your highest

contribution."AARON HURSTAARON HURST, CEO, Imperative, Author, The Purpose Economy

"Brandon's personal embodiment of his purpose is proof positive that his big mind, wide-eyed, open-hearted vision is

possible." SUSAN LUCCISUSAN LUCCI, Purpose GuideTM, Co-author, Purpose Rising

"My advice: devour this amazing book... It's that powerful. Come play, be legendary, the world needs you."BILLBILL

KAUTHKAUTH, Co-founder, The ManKind Project, Author, A Circle of Men

"Brandon's... arguments are compelling and, for the skeptics, he also includes the research that backs up what he

asserts."SRIKUMAR RAO PhDSRIKUMAR RAO PhD, TED Speaker, Author,Finding Happiness at Work

Please see link below for book trailer:Please see link below for book trailer:
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https://vimeo.com/260072790
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